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<td>ACOUSTO-OPTICS</td>
<td>ADAPTIVE SPATIAL BEAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10813</td>
<td>TR-994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRYLATE POLYMERS</td>
<td>ADHESIVE STRENGTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10377A</td>
<td>MS-10651, MS-10658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE DELAY-LINE STABILIZATION</td>
<td>ADVANCED SINGLE CHANNEL ANTI-JAM MAN-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7041</td>
<td>PORTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE ANTENNA SYSTEM</td>
<td>MS-10785, MS-10836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10664A</td>
<td>AERIAL IMAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE ARRAYS</td>
<td>JA-7026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR-1015, JA-6364, JA-7087, MS-10153</td>
<td>AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING NETWORK</td>
<td>JA-7162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7011, JA-7125</td>
<td>AIR TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE DETECTION</td>
<td>MS-10810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR-994</td>
<td>AIRBORNE RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE FILTERS</td>
<td>TR-1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10516, MS-10628</td>
<td>AIRBORNE SURVEILLANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE-FOCUSING ALGORITHM</td>
<td>MS-10869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7053</td>
<td>AIRPORT SURFACE RADAR TRACKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE HIGH-DEFINITION IMAGING</td>
<td>MS-10688, MS-10689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10814</td>
<td>AIRPORT SURFACE SURVEILLANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE IMAGE FORMATION ALGORITHM</td>
<td>MS-10810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10656</td>
<td>AIRPORT SURVEILLANCE RADAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY</td>
<td>MS-10551, MS-10552, MS-10676, MS-10688, MS-10689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-6900</td>
<td>ALGORITHMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPTIVE NULLING</td>
<td>JA-7039, MS-10153, MS-10609,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7087, MS-10664A</td>
<td>MS-10675, MS-10676, MS-10689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subject Index

ALIASING CANCELLATION
JA-6818

ALL-OPTICAL NETWORK
MS-10613

ALL-PASS FILTERS
JA-7014

ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE
JA-6929A, JA-7028

ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE
JA-7060

ALUMINUM SILICON
MS-10100A

AM TONAL INTERFERENCE
TR-993

AM-FM ENERGY
JA-6888

AM-FM SIGNALS
MS-10921

ANISOTROPIC SUBSTRATES
JA-6982

ANNEALING
JA-7035

ANNULAR ILLUMINATION
JA-7026

ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR
MS-10090

ANTENNA ARRAYS
JA-7053, MS-10058A

ANTENNAS
TR-1001, JA-6659, MS-10627

ANTIREFLECTIVE COATINGS
MS-10600

APERTURE GUIDING
JA-7034

APERTURE MICROLENS FABRICATION
JA-7040

ARACOR X-RAY
MS-10100A

ARBITRARY TIME-DEPENDENT FIELDS
MS-10262

ArF EXCIMER LASER
JA-6913, MS-10377A

ArF 193-nm LITHOGRAPHY
JA-7065

ARGON FLUORIDE LITHOGRAPHY
JA-6979A

ARGON LASER
JA-6913

ARRAY PROCESSING
MS-10627

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
JA-7039

ASCA SATELLITE
JA-7018

ASCAMP (See ADVANCED SINGLE CHANNEL
ANTI-JAM MAN-PORTABLE)

ASR-9
MS-10551, MS-10552

ASTRONOMY
JA-6719

ATOMIC LAYER EPITAXY
JA-6897

AUDITORY SYSTEM
TR-1002
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AUTODYNE RECEIVER
MS-10183A

AUTOMATED GUST FRONT DETECTION
MS-10676

AUTOMATED SURVEILLANCE
MS-10688

AUTOMATIC DEPENDENT SURVEILLANCE
JA-7097, MS-10869

AUTOMATIC FACE RECOGNITION
JA-7125

AUTOMATIC SHIP CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
JA-7011

AUTOMATIC SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION
MS-10937

AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION
TR-1002

AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION
JA-6900, JA-7011, JA-7019, MS-10186,
MS-10530, MS-10609, MS-11008

BACKSCATTER
JA-6659

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE
JA-7142

BAND-LIMITED EXTRAPOLATION
MS-10552

BANDPASS FILTERS
JA-6764, JA-6888

BANDWIDTH FALBACK
TR-985

BEACON RADAR
MS-10869

BEAM DEFLECTORS
JA-6792

BEAM STEERING
JA-6806A, JA-6953

BEAMFORMERS
MS-10737

BEAMFORMING ALGORITHM
MS-10058A

BENCHMARKS
MS-10994

BINARY INTEGRATION
JA-6842 PT. III

BINARY OPTICS
JA-6953, JA-7120, MS-10306, MS-10363,
MS-10424, MS-10483

BISMUTH OXYGEN IRON
MS-10452

BISPECTRAL ANALYSIS
MS-9800

BLINDNESS LIMITATIONS
JA-7037

BRASSBOARD SUBARRAY
MS-10699

BRIGHT-FIELD ANALYSIS
JA-7032

BRIGHT-POINTS
MS-10540

BRITTLE SOLIDS
MS-10399, MS-10658

BROAD BANDWIDTH
MS-10528

BROADBAND DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER
MS-10785

BURIED OBJECTS
MS-10602, MS-10607
Subject Index

BURST MODE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
TR-1012

CALL-BY-CALL SIMULATOR
MS-10523

CANCELLATION FILTER BANKS
JA-6730

CANCER THERAPY
JA-7053, JA-7087

CANONICAL BODY
JA-6659

CANTILEVER BEAMS
MS-10399

CARRIER-GAIN DYNAMICS
JA-7096

CASCADED ARRAYS
JA-6364

CCD
JA-7018, JA-7164, MS-10372A, MS-10464

CFAR ALGORITHM
MS-10516

CHANNEL COMPENSATION
JA-7055

CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE (See CCD)

CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
JA-7082

CHEMICALLY AMPLIFIED POSITIVE RESISTS
MS-10180

CIRCUITS
TR-1003

CIVIL AVIATION
JA-7056

CLUTTER
TR-1015, JA-7023, MS-9666A, MS-10599

CLUTTER DISCRIMINATION
MS-10741

COCHLEAR IMPLANT
JA-7119

CODEC INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
MS-10774

CODEC SYSTEM
JA-7043

COHERENT ALL RADIO BAND SENSING
MS-10866

COHERENT DETECTORS
TR-937

COHERENT LASER ARRAYS
JA-6958

COHERENT LASER RADAR
JA-6945

COHERENT OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
JA-6927A

COHERENT REFRACTIVE MICROLENS ARRAYS
JA-7120

COHERENT SIGNAL WAVEFORMS
TR-994

COHERENT STATE CHANNEL
JA-6927A

COLOR DISCRIMINATION
MS-10306

COMMUNICATION SIGNAL RECEPTION
MS-10753

COMPLEX ACOUSTIC SIGNALS
TR-990, MS-10151
Subject Index

COMPLEX SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION
MS-10939

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
MS-10651

COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
MS-10281

CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY
JA-7072

CONSTANT FALSE ALARM RATE
MS-10530

CONTINUOUS WAVE LASERS
JA-7079

CONTINUOUS WAVE RADIATION
MS-10604

COUPLING
MS-10540

COUPLING EFFICIENCY
JA-7061, MS-10580

COVALENT INTERACTIONS
MS-10452

CRACK TRAPPING
MS-10399, MS-10651, MS-10658

DATA SAMPLING CIRCUITS
TR-1012

DECOYS
JA-7142

DEFENSE INTERCEPTORS
MS-10439

DEFENSE SWITCHED NETWORK
MS-10523

DEPTH OF FOCUS
JA-7026

DETECT
JA-6842 PTS. I-III, JA-7041
MS-10505

DIELECTRICS
JA-7049

DIFFERENTIAL PHASE SHIFT KEYING
JA-7041, MS-10836

DIFFRACTION EFFICIENCY
MS-10813

DIFFRACTIVE OPTICS
JA-6953

DIFFUSION-ENHANCEMENT BILAYER
JA-7100

DIGITAL CIRCUITS
TR-1012

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS
MS-10713

DIGITAL FILTER BANKS
JA-6730, JA-6818

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
TR-1004, JA-6898, JA-7119

DIODE LASERS
JA-6823, JA-6929A, JA-6972, JA-7007,
JA-7017, JA-7045, JA-7051, JA-7060,
JA-7067, JA-7076, JA-7077, JA-7096,
JA-7108, MS-10490

DIODE MULTIPLIERS
TR-1003

DIODE-PUMPED LASERS
JA-6993, JA-7034A, JA-7095

DIRECT CURRENT
JA-7081
Subject Index

DISCRIMINATION
JA-7142

DOPPLER RADAR
MS-10675

DOPPLER VELOCITY ESTIMATES
MS-10552

DOPPLER WEATHER RADAR
MS-10676

DOPPLER WIND ESTIMATION
MS-10551

DOUBLE HETEROSTRUCTURE LASERS
JA-7051

DRAG COEFFICIENTS
TR-998

DRIVE PORT IMPEDANCE
JA-6659

DRY ETCHING
JA-7120, MS-10483

ECHELONS
MS-10306

EHF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
MS-10836

EIGENFILTERS
JA-7014

EIGENVALUES
MS-10452, MS-10737

ELECTRIC FIELDS
MS-10262

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
JA-6992

ELECTRODES
JA-7119

ELECTROMAGNETIC MODELING
MS-10602

ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
MS-10306

ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING
MS-10540, MS-10741

ELECTRON BEAM RESISTS
JA-6880

ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE
MS-10527

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
JA-7058

ELECTROOPTIC SENSOR
MS-10505

ELECTROOPTICS
JA-6993, JA-6994, MS-10664A

EMISSION CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS
JA-7075

EMITTING LASERS
JA-6792

ENERGY DETECTION
JA-6888

ENERGY SEPARATION ALGORITHM
JA-6764, JA-6888

ENHANCED DATA STREAM ARRAY PROCESSOR
TR-1012

ERBIUM-DOPED FIBER AMPLIFIER
JA-7098, MS-10580

ERROR CONTROL CODING
TR-985

ERROR CORRECTION CODES
JA-7043, MS-10774
ETCHING TOOLS
JA-6980

FABRICATION
MS-10363, MS-10424

FARADAY ROTATION
MS-10528, MS-10696

FAST WAVE DEVICES
MS-10110

FAULT TOLERANCE
JA-6654

FERRITES
MS-10696, MS-10696A, MS-10698

FIBER-COUPLE DIODE
JA-7095

FIBER LASERS
JA-7122

FIBER MATRIX
MS-10651

FIBER OPTICS
JA-7122

FIELD-EMISSION CONES
JA-7032

FIELD-EMITTER ARRAYS
JA-7047

FIELD-OF-VIEW TELESCOPE
MS-10372A

FIELD-PROGRAMMABLE DEVICES
JA-7082

FILM DEPOSITION
MS-10101

FILTER BANKS
TR-990, JA-6851, JA-6891, JA-7055

FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE
MS-10628

FLUORESCENCE
JA-7075

FM TONAL INTERFERENCE
TR-993

FOCAL PLANE ARRAYS
JA-7005

FOCAL PLANE SENSORS
JA-7018

FOCUS TOLERANCES
MS-9971

FOLIAGE PENETRATION
MS-10516, MS-10599, MS-10656, MS-10814, MS-10866

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION
MS-10618A

FOURIER-DECONVOLUTION TECHNIQUES
TR-996

FOURIER TRANSFORM
JA-6891, MS-10188, MS-10939

FRACTIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION MODELS
JA-7023

FREE-SPACE OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS
JA-7070

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE
JA-7064, JA-7081

FREQUENCY-HOPPING TRANSMITTERS
JA-6782

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIERS
TR-1003, JA-7015

FREQUENCY NOISE
JA-7122
Subject Index

FRONT END PROCESSORS
TR-1002

FSK COMMUNICATION
MS-10753

FUNCTIONAL TEMPLATES
MS-10540

FUSION
MS-10527

GAIN DYNAMICS
JA-7096

GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
JA-7017

GALLIUM ARSENIDE
JA-6897, JA-7027, JA-7028, MS-10604

GALLIUM INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE
JA-7060

GALLIUM INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE/ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE
JA-7006, JA-7007, JA-7045, MS-10490

GALLIUM INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE/GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
JA-7051

GALLIUM PHOSPHIDE
JA-7040, JA-7077

GATE ARRAYS
JA-7082, JA-7149

GATE VOLTAGE
JA-7047

GATED FIELD-EMITTER CONES
JA-7047

GATEKEEPER
MS-10505

GERMANIUM SILICON
JA-7005

GHOST-CANCELLATION
MS-10628

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (See GPS)

GLONASS SATELLITE
JA-7056, JA-7091

GPS
JA-7056, JA-7091, JA-7097, MS-10221, MS-10869

GPS SQUIRTER
MS-10810, MS-10869

GRADIENT DESCENT GAIN ANNEALING
JA-6772A

GRATINGS
MS-10306

GRIMS
MS-10221

GROUND-BASED LASERS
MS-10183A

GROUND-BASED RADAR
MS-9845, MS-10527

GROUND-BASED SPACE SURVEILLANCE
MS-10221

GROUND PENETRATION
MS-10602, MS-10607

GROUND SURVEILLANCE RADARS
MS-10688

GROUND TERMINAL UPLINK TRANSMISSIONS
JA-6782

GROUND VEHICLES
MS-10810
Subject Index

GYROTRONS
MS-10527

HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS
MS-10188

HIPPOCAMPAL PLACE LEARNING
JA-7054

HOUGH TRANSFORM
JA-6842 PTS. I–III

HYBRID CIRCUITS
MS-10794

HYPERTHERMIA
JA-7053, JA-7087

IMAGE FORMATION
MS-10656

IMAGE PROCESSING
JA-6842 PTS. I–III, JA-6851
JA-6945, MS-10464, MS-10675,
MS-10814

IMAGE RECOGNITION
JA-7039

IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
TR-996

IMAGE RESTORATION
JA-6772A

IMAGERY
JA-6746A, MS-10424

IMAGING RADAR
MS-10110

IMAGING SPECTROMETERS
MS-10813

IMPLANT STIMULATORS
JA-7119

IMPROVED AUDIBILITY
TR-990
Subject Index

INDIUM ARSENIDE/ALUMINUM ANTIMONIDE
JA-6917

INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE
JA-7073

INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE/ALUMINUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE
JA-7017, JA-7108

INDIUM ARSENIDE ANTIMONIDE/GALLIUM ANTIMONIDE
JA-7051, JA-7173

INDIUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE/ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE
JA-7076, JA-7096

INDIUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE/GALLIUM ARSENIDE/ALUMINUM GALLIUM ARSENIDE
JA-6972

INDUCTION COILS
JA-6848A

INFRARED DETECTION
JA-7005, MS-10619

INFRARED SILICON DETECTORS
JA-7005

INFRARED STARING
MS-10464

INTEGRATED BEAM DEFLECTORS
JA-6792

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
JA-7149

INTEGRATED TERMINAL WEATHER SENSOR
JA-7162, MS-10675

INTELLIGENT LASER DRIVE CONTROL
TR-985

INTERCEPTORS
JA-7142

INTERCONNECTION NETWORKS
TR-985

INTERFERENCE
TR-937, MS-10664A

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
TR-993

INTERFEROMETERS
JA-6806A

INTERFEROMETRIC LITHOGRAPHY
JA-7047

INTERFEROMETRIC MODULATORS
JA-7035, MS-10750

INTERPROCESSOR COMMUNICATION
JA-7070

INTRACAVITY DEFLECTOR
JA-6792

INVERSE SYNTHETIC-APERTURE RADAR IMAGERY
JA-7011

ION-BEAM ETCHING
JA-7040

IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS
MS-10221

KIERNAN REENTRY MEASUREMENTS SITE
JA-7080

LANTHANUM ALUMINUM OXIDE
MS-10188

LASER ARRAYS
JA-6823

LASER BEAM CONTROL
JA-6719
Subject Index

LASER BEAM LITHOGRAPHY
JA-7121, MS-10432

LASER DIODE
JA-7037

LASER GUIDE STAR
JA-6719

LASER-INDUCED METALLIZATION
MS-10281

LASER INTERSATELLITE TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT
MS-10760

LASER MICROMECHANICAL PROCESSING
MS-10281

LASER OPTICAL SYSTEMS
JA-6806A

LASER PROGRAMMABLE CONNECTIONS
MS-10090

LASER RADAR
JA-6898, JA-6959, JA-6994, MS-10183A, MS-11008

LASER RADAR RANGE IMAGES
JA-6945

LASER SPECKLE
MS-9800

LASERS
JA-6792, JA-6943, JA-7061, JA-7065, JA-7149, JA-7173

LATTICES
JA-6917

LEAST-SQUARES METHOD
JA-7014

LIFE CYCLE COSTS
MS-10994

LINEAR PHASE
JA-6851

LINEARIZED MODULATORS
MS-10750

LITHIUM NIOBATE
JA-7035

LITHIUM TANTALUM OXIDE
JA-6993

LITHOGRAPHY
JA-6880, JA-6913, JA-7065, MS-9971, MS-10180, MS-10377A, MS-10600

LITZ COILS
JA-6848A

LNKNET
JA-7039

LOCALIZED SUBSPACE PROJECTION
MS-10153

LONG-RANGE APPARENT MOTION
JA-7100

LONG-WAVELENGTH INFRARED
JA-7005

LOW-ANGLE RADAR TRACKING
MS-10058A

LOW-FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS
JA-7028

LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE
MS-10219

LOW-POWER ATMOSPHERIC COMPENSATION EXPERIMENT
MS-10183A

LOW TEMPERATURE
JA-7001, JA-7027

LOW-TEMPERATURE-GROWN GALLIUM ARSENIDE
MS-10219
Subject Index

LOW-TEMPERATURE PROCESSING
MS-10101

MACHINE INTELLIGENCE
MS-10676

MACHINE LEARNING
JA-7039

MAGNETIC FIELDS
JA-7081

MAGNETO-OPTICAL EFFECTS
MS-10452

MAPPING
JA-7054

MARKOV RANDOM FIELD
JA-6772A

MASS-TRANSPORT SMOOTHING
JA-7013, JA-7040

MATCHED ARRAY BEAMFORMING
MS-10058A

MATCHED FIELD PROCESSING
MS-10058A

MERCURY CADMIUM TELLURIUM/Cadmium zinc tellurium
JA-7067

MESFETs
MS-10219

MESH SYNCHRONOUS PROCESSOR
TR-1004

METAL DIELECTRICS
MS-10090

METAL EPITAXIAL SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS (See MESFETs)

METAL OXIDE SEMICONDUCTOR FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS (See MOSFETs)

METAL-INSULATOR-METAL
JA-7064, JA-7082

METAL-TO-METAL
JA-7149

METHACRYLATE
JA-6979A, MS-10180

MICROBURSTS
MS-10675

MICROCHANNEL HEAT SINKS
JA-6823

MICROCHEMICAL REACTIONS
MS-10281

MICROCHIP LASERS
JA-6993, JA-7095

MICROCHIPS
JA-7164

MICROELECTRONICS
JA-7065, JA-7164

MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS
MS-10281

MICROFABRICATION
JA-7065

MICROLENS FABRICATION
JA-7013

MICROLENSSES
JA-7040, JA-7077, MS-10432
MS-10483

MICROLITHOGRAPHY
JA-6979A, JA-6980

MICROMECHANICS
JA-7065

MICROOPTICS
JA-6953, JA-7040, MS-10112, MS-10363, MS-10483
Subject Index

MICRORELIEF PATTERNS
MS-10112

MILLIMETER WAVES
MS-10527

MICROSCOPY
JA-7072

MIRROR FILTER BANKS
JA-6818

MICROSTRIPS
JA-7044, JA-7049, MS-10415A

MIRRORS
JA-6943

MICROWAVE CIRCUITS
JA-7015

MOBILE ADAPTIVE VISUAL NAVIGATOR
JA-7054

MICROWAVE DEVICES
MS-10698

MOBILE ROBOTS
JA-7054

MICROWAVE FREQUENCY RANGE
TR-1001

MODELOCKED FIGURE EIGHT LASER
JA-7153

MICROWAVE PLANAR PHASED ARRAYS
JA-7053

MODELOCKED LASERS
JA-6943

MICROWAVE-WAVE RADIATION
MS-10696

MODE S
MS-10810, MS-10869

MICROWAVES
MS-10696A

MODE S BEACON RADAR
JA-7097

MIDCOURSE SPACE EXPERIMENT
MS-10799, MS-10844

MODEL-BASED RECOGNITION
MS-10540

MIDINFRARED LASERS
JA-7173

MODULATED LINK
MS-10755

MIDWAVELENGTH INFRARED LASERS
JA-7051

MODULATION PATTERNS
JA-6764

MILLIMETER WAVE FREQUENCY RANGE
TR-1001

MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
JA-7017, JA-7060, MS-10490

MILLIMETER WAVE RADAR
JA-7080, MS-10528

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
JA-7164

MILLIMETER WAVE RADIATION
MS-10696

MOLECULAR ORBITAL ANALYSIS
MS-10452

MILLIMETER WAVE SYNTHETIC APERTURE
RADAR
MS-10540

MOLECULE DETECTION
JA-7164
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONOLITHIC ARRAYS</td>
<td>MULTIPLE SENSORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-6929A</td>
<td>TR-994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS</td>
<td>MULTIPLE SPLITTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7043</td>
<td>MS-10452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOLITHIC INTEGRATION</td>
<td>MUSIC ALGORITHM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10363</td>
<td>MS-10814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOLITHIC PROCESSORS</td>
<td>NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR-1004</td>
<td>JA-7162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFETs</td>
<td>NEODYMIUM LASERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-10520</td>
<td>JA-6943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIBAND ENERGY OPERATORS</td>
<td>NEODYMIUM:YTTRIUM ALUMINUM GARNET LASERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-6888</td>
<td>JA-6898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTICHANNEL BEAMFORMING</td>
<td>NEURAL NETWORKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR-993</td>
<td>JA-6654, JA-6772A, JA-7011, JA-7039, JA-7100, JA-7125, MS-10186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTILAYER RESISTS</td>
<td>NEUROCOMPUTATIONAL ARCHITECTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-6980, MS-10363</td>
<td>JA-7054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTILEVEL ETCHING</td>
<td>NITRIDATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA-7013</td>
<td>MS-10100A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTIPATH</td>
<td>NITRIDE-OXIDE-NITRIDE CAPACITOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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